
The Twin Run is a joint initiative between Mart Smit, and the TAPS

Support Foundation to raise awareness of the complications faced in twin

pregnancies, and to fundraise to continue research.

All donations made will go to the TAPS Support Foundation, who will use

it to support dedicated twin research projects within the LUMC

department of Fetal Therapy . 

 

T H A N K S  F O R  Y O U R  I N T E R E S T  I N  S P O N S O R S H I P

SPONSORING
THE TWIN RUN

Stichting TAPS Support is registered under KVK  78249333 / RSIN  861317828
Aalbessenstraat 7, 1326HS Almere



ABOUT 
INSPIRATION

In 2020, the Smit family discovered that they were pregnant with

spontaneous triplets.  Due to rare complications, one baby did not develop

properly, which caused problems for the surviving babies.

They were referred to the LUMC in Leiden, the Dutch national referral

center for multiple birth complications, who managed their case closely

until 29 weeks, when the boys were delivered . After a long NICU stay

across 3 hospitals, they came home and are doing remarkably well.

The Twin Run was born when Mart Smit approached the TAPS Support

Foundation with the idea to run between the 3 hospitals that saved the

lives of his sons in Hoorn, Alkmaar and Leiden. He would use this to raise

funds for essential rare disease research focussed on twins, specifically for

the LUMC Fetal therapy department. 

The TAPS Support Foundation is currently raising money to install a part-

time researcher  in the LUMC, specifically for twin complications as there is

little funding for rare diseases.  

The Twin Run is not only about raising money for a great cause, but it's also

about raising awareness of the complications that twin parents face. These

rare complications need more research.

For more information on the Twin Run, visit www.twinrun.nl
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YOUR PACKAGE
YOUR SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS:

Your company logo displayed on our sponsorship page -

twinrun.nl/sponsors

 Company logo on the running shirt of Mart Smit between October

8-10, 2021 as he runs between Alkmaar, Hoorn and Leiden. 

Social media acknowledgement as a sponsor via 2 agreed social

media posts. across Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram under the

@twinrunnl accounts, as well as on the LinkedIn page of Stichting

TAPS Support. 

Confidence in knowing  your donation will go directly to twin

research in the Netherlands. This will eventually provide families

with the information they need to make informed decisions about

the treatments their children may need during pregnancy, and after

birth through their childhood.
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2.

3.

4.
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 Additional benefits  will
be discussed via email,
and will be agreed on

individually. 

€250

Total Sponsorship Package: 



HOW IT WORKS

YOUR DONATION MATTERS

Once your donation is received into our bank account (within 14 days

of agreement), we'll issue you a receipt and put your logo on our

website for the world to see.  We'll notify you within 24 hours to

confirm everything is done, and send you a link. 

Once the paperwork is done. we'll promote your sponsorship online

on our social media channels. 

Your logo will then also feature on Mart's running shirt in October as

he completes the Twin Run. 
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FROM TWIN
PARENTS

WORLDWIDE -
THANK YOU FOR

YOUR GENEROSITY
AND SUPPORT.

Questions or concerns? Please feel free to email us at twinrun@tapssupport.com


